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Abstract 
vi 
The theory of wave reflection and refraction in a planar inhomogeneous plasma 
medium is presented in this report. The first method for determining the reflection 
and refraction coefficients for various inhomogeneous distributions is to stratify 
the medium into thin plasma layers, each containing a homogeneous plasma, and 
satisfy the boundary conditions on the field vectors across each layer. The second 
method is to examine the change in the reflection and refraction coefficients as 
the medium is constructed from one edge to the other by the addition of planar 
layers of infinitesimal thickness. The reff ection and refraction coefficients satisfy 
Riccati equations, which are solved numerically to yield the desired coefficients. 
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Propagation in a Planar Inhomogeneous 
Plasma Medium 
1. Introduction 
The theory of wave reflection and refraction in a 
planar inhomogeneous plasma medium is presented in 
this report. The properties of the plasma are assumed to 
vary continuously along one axis of a rectangular co- 
ordinate system but do not change in the planes perpen- 
dicular to this axis. The plasma is also assumed to be 
linear, isotropic, and cold. Of interest are the reflection 
and refraction coefficients of a lossless or lossy plasma 
for normal or oblique incidence. 
of planar layers of infinitesimal thickness. This applica- 
tion of the method of invariant imbedding as derived 
from Ambarzumian’s principle of invariance (Refs. 1 and 2; 
and C. H. Papas, “Plane Inhomogeneous Dielectric Slab,” 
California Institute of Technology, Antenna Laboratory 
Note, March 1954) shows that the reflection and refraction 
coefficients satisfy Riccati equations, which are solved 
numerically to yield the desired coefficients. This tech- 
nique is useful when the inhomogeneity is described 
analytically. 
Two methods are used to determine the reflection and 
refraction coefficients for various inhomogeneous distri- 
butions, and the results for both methods are compared. 
The first method is to stratify the medium into thin 
planar layers. The properties of the plasma are assumed 
to change discontinuously across the boundary of each 
layer, while the plasma within each layer is assumed to 
11. Preliminaries 
For completeness of presentation, the sections immed- 
iately following are devoted to the relatively simple task 
of finding the constitutive parameters and the propaga- 
tion constant of the plasma. Also, the concepts of intrinsic 
and transverse impedance of the plasma are introduced. 
be homogeneous. This technique is useful when the in- 
homogeneity is specified in a point-by-point fashion. A. Constitutive Parameters of the Plasma 
A suitable model of the plasma that is consistent with 
the limitations of this study is that of a certain number 
n of electrons per unit volume free to move in an applied 
electromagnetic field but subject to a damping force 
The second method is to examine the change in the 
reflection and refraction coefficients as the medium is 
constructed from one edge to the other by the addition 
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owing to collisions characterized by the damping con- 
stant wC. The damping constant represents the average 
number of collisions the electrons undergo per unit time. 
The macroscopic equation of motion of such electrons is 
By a casting of the resulting equations into the standard 
form for a lossy dielectric, it follows that the conductivity 
of the plasma is given by 
(7) 
Eo&I&$ 
&I? + u; 0 - p  
(1) 
dv 
nm- = nq (.€+ v A B )  - nmocv dt 
its permittivity is given by 
where the applied electromagnetic field is characterized 
by the field vectors E ( r , t )  and B ( r , t ) .  In the present 
case, the nonlinear v A B term is dropped since 
/ v  A S /  << 181. 
In the steady state, with e-1wf  time-dependence, the 
equation of motion becomes 
E E E " ( l  - -) u; 
u2 + w e  
and its permeability is given by 
-ionin v = nq E - nm oCv (2)  
where the applied electromagnetic field in the steady 
state is characterized by the single field vector E (r). 
B. Propagation Constant of the Plasma 
Let a plasma be characterized by its electron concen- 
tration n (r, t),  its collision frequency f c  (r, t), and its per- 
meability p = po. 
A rigorous derivation of the equation of motion using 
a statistical distribution function to describe the state of 
the plasma can be found in Ref. 3. 
If n(r,t)  and f c ( r , t )  are slowly varying functions of 
position in the interior of the plasma, then the field 
quantities are continuous and have continuous derivatives 
and, therefore, satisfy Maxwell's equations. 
If the complex electric current density j(r) and the 
radian plasma frequency &Ip are defined by Let E (r) and H (r) be the complex electric and mag- 
netic field vectors in the plasma defined respectively by 
E (r) Re { 8 ( r ,  t) e-"wt} ( 10) 
j = n q v  (3) 
nq' 
&I; - 
mo 
(4) H (r) = Re { S ( r ,  t) e- iwt}  
then solving Eq. (2) for v and substituting the result into 
(3)  shows the following relationship between j(r) 
and E (r): 
where &(I, t)  and S ( r ,  t)  are the real electric and mag- 
netic field vectors in the plasma, respectively. Consider 
a point ro in the interior of the plasma, and a neighbor- 
hood N (To, 6) of that point, which is sufficiently small - 
to be assumed homogeneous with constants n (ro, t )  and 
fc(ro,t) .  If the plasma is also linear, isotropic, and cold, 
then for r < 6 
EOO; €,,&I,*;; 
j (r) = -io + E (r) = (- u p  + &I: 
(5) 
The form of Eq. (5) suggests that the plasma has a 
complex conductivity ue given by 
j(r) = uE(r) 
where the complex vector D(r)  represents the electric 
ffux density, B (r) represents the magnetic ffux density, 
and j(r) represents the electric current density of the 
plasma; and E, 11, and u are the constitutive parameters of 
the plasma as found in the previous section. 
For the avoidance of complex conductivities, the plas- 
ma is considered to be a lossy dielectric. In this case, 
the constitutive parameters are real and are found by 
substituting Eq. (5) for j(r) into Maxwell's equations. 
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With e-iot time-dependence, Maxwell's two indepen- 
dent equations take the following steady state form in the 
plasma: 
which, after substitution of Eq. (22), gives 
V r \E(r)  = iop,,H(r) (15) 
C. intrinsic and Transverse Impedance of the Plasma 
In the investigation of the propagation of plane waves, 
it is useful to introduce the concept of the intrinsic im- 
pedance 7 of the plasma defined by 
V / \ H ( r ) = ( a - i w ~ ) E ( r )  (16) 
The wave equation for E(r)  is found by substituting 
Eq. (16) into the curl of Eq. (15) and expanding the 
resulting curl-curl operation. The wave equation can be 
(25) 
written in the form E wp.0 
rl=z=Y 
where E and H are the moduli of the complex electric 
and magnetic field vectors in the plasma, respectively. 
( V2 + y2) E (r) = 0 (17) 
where the propagation constant y is given by 
In the case of wave reflection and refraction at plane 
boundaries, it is also useful to introduce the concept of 
the transverse impedance of the plasma defined by 
(18) 
The constant y is complex and, accordingly, is written 
in the form Et (E-- 
H t  
where Ht  and E t  are the moduli of the transverse com- 
ponents of the complex electric and magnetic field vectors 
in the plasma, respectively. 
y = p  + i0I (01, p = positive-definite) ( 19) 
which displays the phase factor p and the attenuation 
factor 01. Explicit expressions for p and O( in terms of the 
constitutive parameters are found by substituting Eq. (19) 
into Eq. (18). It follows that Consider a plane wave obliquely incident at an 
angle 6 on a plane boundary. For the case of polar- 
ization perpendicular to the plane of incidence, E t  = E ,  
H t  = Hcos6 and, consequently, p = 0 &J[ E + J( E2 + 31 (20) 
.=+J[-.+ J ( € Z + $ ) ]  (21) -- 
E (=-- 7 
Hcos6 cos6 
The simplest solution of Eq. (17) for E (r) is a plane For the case of polarization parallel to the plane of 
incidence, E t  = E cos 6, Ht = H and, consequently, wave 
E cos 6 
H 
(=-- - 7 cos 6 
_ _  
where E, is a constant vector defining the direction of 
polarization and y is a constant vector defining the 
direction of propagation. The magnitude of E, is equal 
to the modulus of the electric field and the magnitude 
of y is equal to the value of the propagation constant as 
defined in the previous section. 
With the use of the appropriate b, the theory developed 
in the following section will be equally applicable for 
either parallel or perpendicular polarization. 
111. Stratified Media 
The reflection and refraction coefficients of an inhomo- , 
geneous plasma medium are derived in this section. In 
the theoretical treatment of the problem, the medium is 
The corresponding expression for H(r)  is found from 
Eq. (15) 
assumed to be stratified into a series of homogeneous 
(23) layers. 
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A. Geometry of the Problem 
Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the geometry of the 
problem showing all pertinent parameters and the coordi- 
nate system used in the derivation of all equations. 
Suppose that between two semi-infinite, homogeneous, 
dielectric media, characterized by their constant permit- 
tivities and conductivities, there is an inhomogeneous 
plasma medium characterized by its electron concentra- 
tion and collision frequency. The electron concentration 
and collision frequency of the plasma are not necessarily 
constants and are allowed to vary with the coordinate z 
only. The boundaries formed by the plasma-dielectric 
interface are assumed to be planar and to lie in the x-y 
plane. 
If the inhomogeneous plasma is replaced with a strati- 
fied medium consisting of N layers, each layer containing 
a homogeneous plasma, a step-by-step approximation to 
the actual inhomogeneity can be formed. The parameters 
of each layer are chosen so that the approximation is 
everywhere within a prescribed error of the actual inho- 
mogeneity. 
The N layers, denoted by 1, . . . , N ,  are assumed to 
be planar, extending to infinity in the x-y plane and 
extending a finite distance in the z-direction. The pth 
layer, where p is an integer in the set (1, . . , N ) ,  ex- 
tends between x , - ~  and z,. 
4 
+ 
EL 
PO 
L U 
=0 
"3 
fc3 
PO 
If the coordinate system is oriented in such a way that 
the y-component of the propagation constant in each 
layer is equal to zero, then the original three-dimensional 
problem is reduced to an equivalent two-dimensional 
problem in x and z. 
8. Boundary Conditions 
By hypothesis, the moduli of the field vectors in each 
layer are independent of the coordinates and, therefore, 
the existence of boundary conditions at z = z, implies 
that the spatial variation of all field vectors must be the 
same at z = z,. Consequently, 
~ , + * r l ~ = ~ ,  = ~ , - * r l ~ = ~ ,  = yp+l,+*rlz=zp (29) 
where the incident, reflected, and refracted propagation 
constants are denoted by yp+, yp-, and Y,+~, + respectively. 
By introduction of 6,+, 6,-, and 6,+,,+, the angles of inci- 
dence, reflection, and refraction, respectively, Eq. (29) 
can be written as 
yp+ sin 6,+ = yp-  sin 6,- = yp+l, + sin 6p+l, + (30) 
Since yp+ = yp- E y, and Y,+~,+ = ypll, where y p  and yptl 
are the propagation constants in the respective layers, it 
follows that 
6,+ = 6,- = 9, (31) 
y p  sin 6, = yp+l sin 6,+, (32) 
n 
P 
f 
CP 
PO 
- 
'N- 1 . . z  P - 1  P 
"N 
fc N 
0 U 
- 
€R 
PO 
R 
U 
- 2  
I 
Fig. 1, Plasma model showing parameters and coordinate system 
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where 8, and 8,,+1 are the angles the propagation constant 
makes with the normal to the boundaries in the respective 
layers. Equations (31) and (32) are Snell's laws of reflec- 
tion and refraction. 
tric inserted into the equation. These parameters are also 
assumed to be given. 
The boundary conditions on the transverse components 
of the field vectors at z = z, are 
The following theory is valid for both types of polariza- 
tion; however, for definitiveness, consider the reflection 
and refraction of a plane wave polarized perpendicular 
to the plane of incidence. 
With the aid of Snell's laws, the transverse electric and 
magnetic fields in the pth layer are given respectively by In terms of positively and negatively traveling waves, 
the boundary conditions become 
ePcl,- e-ivp+i] (41) 
1 1 - [ep+ - e,-] = - [ep+l,+ei~p+l - 5, %,+l 
p = 0,1, * * . ,.N 
p =0,1,  . . * , N  
eNNCl,- = 0where e,+ is the modulus of the eIectric field traveling in 
the +x direction and e,- is the modulus of the electric 
field traveling in the -2 direction. 
where v,,+~ E ypcl (zll - q,+,) cos z91,+1 is the phase shift in 
the layer ( p  + 1). The 3c dependence of all field vectors is given by 
In terms of reflection and refraction coefficients, 
Eqs. (40) and (41) become and is omitted for brevity. 
The expressions for p = 0, correspond to the fields in the 
dielectric medium to the left of the plasma. The wave 
number yo is given by Eq. (19) with the appropriate 
permittivity and conductivity of the dielectric inserted 
into the equation. These parameters are assumed to be 
given. 
&QP+l ] (43) 1 - p (ZP) = ~[~ (ZP) - e,, e,+,, - 
where p(z,) and ~(2,) are the reflection and refraction 
coefficients defined respectively by For p = N + 1, i.e., in the dielectric to the right of the 
plasma, the fields must correspond to waves traveling in 
the f z  direction only, since the radiation condition on the 
field behavior as z-+ co requires that the waves originate 
on the boundary at z = zN. Therefore 
(44) 
@iYP+l 7 z, -- e,,+,, + ( ) = e,+ (45) 
With the elimination of 
The wave number yN+l is also given by Eq. (19) with the 
appropriate permittivity and conductivity of the dielec- 
- e p + i ,  - 
e,+ 
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from Eqs. (44) and (45), the following relationship be- 
tween the reflection coefficient and the refraction coeffi- 
cient at z = z, can be found: 
Note that for the case of polarization parallel to the 
plane of incidence, T ( x , )  as just given is actually the 
transverse refraction coefficient at z = 2,. The true re- 
fraction coefficient can be found by multiplying T (2,) by 
cos 8,]/COS 8,+l. 
C. Generalized Impedance of the Plasma 
At any point z in the interior of the pth layer, let the 
generalized impedance be defined by 
At x = z,, let 
At x = x,-,, let 
(47) 
(48) 
(49) 
where Q, = yI j  (zlj-l - z,) cos 8, is the phase shift in the 
pth layer. 
A substitution of Eq. (48) into Eq. (49) gives 
An examination of Eqs. (38) and (39) reveals without 
further calculation that the generalized impedance varies 
continuously across the boundary of each layer since it is 
just the ratio of two continuously varying functions. 
Therefore 
where the second equality is Eq. (50). 
The generalized impedance in the layer N + 1 is by 
definition &+, and from the continuity of the generalized 
impedance across the boundary z = zN it follows that 
Therefore, by successive use of Eq. (51) for p = N ,  . . . ,1, 
the generalized impedance at each boundary interface 
can be found. 
D. Reflection and Refraction Coefficients of the Plasma 
By the inversion of Eq. (48) for p(zp)-ep-/ep+, the 
following expression for the reflection coefficient at z = Z, 
is found in terms of the generalized impedance at z = x,: 
(53) 
By the substitution of Eq. (53) into Eq. (46), the follow- 
ing expression for the refraction coefficient at z = Z, is 
found in terms of the generalized impedance at x = z,: 
tP,(.,> + C P + l  
= 6, (2,) + g p  (54) 
Therefore, the reflection and refraction coefficients at 
z = z, can be found in terms of the generalized imped- 
ance at x = x,] as found in the previous section. 
Of interest in this present study is the reflection coeffi- 
cient T evaluated at z = zo and the refraction coefficient t 
evaluated between z = zo and x = zK.  
From this theory, it follows that 
(55) 
Note that for the case of polarization parallel to the 
plane of incidence, t is actually the transverse refraction 
coefficient between z = zo and z = zAr. The true refrac- 
tion coefficient can be found by multiplying t by 
cos 6,/COS 6 A T t l .  
IV. Invariant Imbedding 
The concept of invariant imbedding as derived from 
Ambarzumian’s principle of invariance is now used to 
derive the differential equations which the reflection and 
refraction coefficients satisfy (Refs. 13). 
A: Geometry of the Problem 
Although the geometry of the problem is essentially the 
same as that in the previous section, only one typical 
layer need now be considered. This typical layer, as shown 
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schematically in Fig. 2, lies in the region 7 < z < 7 + 67 where 7 satisfies the inequality 01 < 7 < p and 67 < < 1. 
The layer is assumed to be homogeneous with constants E (v), po,  and ~ ( 7 ) .  
In the notation of the previous section and in the region z a, it follows that 
1 (57) E, ,  (x) = e l + e i y i ( Z - a ) c ~ S S i  + e l - e - i y i ( z -a )Cosh  = eo [etyi(z-a)Cos& + re-iyi(Z-a)coS& 
e 1 (58) H,, (z) - 1 [e l+eiyl(z-a)cosB1 - e l - e - i y~( z -a , coss , ]  = eo [ iyl(z-a)cos& - re-iyi(z-a)cosh 
51 51 
br 
where r is the reflection coefficient at z = a, t is the re- 
fraction coefficient between x = a and x = p, and e,, is the 
modulus of the incident electric field vector. 
In the region a < z < p, the medium is described by 
E(z), po, and ~ ( x ) .  The constitutive parameters ~ ( x )  and 
u (n) are not necessarily constants and are allowed to vary 
with the z coordinate only. 
The propagation constant at any point z = 3 is 
(63) 
If y t  (7) = y (3 )  cos 9 (v), then, by Snell's law, 
For the case of polarization perpendicular to the plane 
of incidence, 
For the case of polarization parallel to the plane of 
incidence, 
- cos 9 
Y 
cos 9 = opo ~ - 
B. Reflection Coefficient 
The theoretical treatment of the problem of finding the 
reflection coefficient begins at the interface z = p. The 
region z > p is homogeneous with constants eP,  po,  and u ~ .  
If the region z A p is also assumed to be homogeneous 
with constants E (p), pa, and u (p), the reflection coefficient 
z = a  z = i  z = ~ ) + 8 ~  z = , 9  
Fig. 2. Plasma model showing typical layer 
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The change in the reflection coefficient is examined as 
the medium is constructed from z = ,8 to z = a by suc- 
cessively adding layers of infinitesimal thickness. The 
change in the reflection coefficient because of each addi- 
tional layer can be determined by examining a typical 
layer as shown schematically in Fig. 2. 
If the reflection coefficient at z = 7 is determined by 
the method of multiple reflections, it is found that 
P (d = PI (7) + Pz (3) + P 3  (7) + * * - (671 
where the multiple reflections are defined by 
and where 
A series representation of p ( 7 )  can be obtained from 
Eqs. (67) and (68) 
This series can be summed explicitly to give 
If 87 is allowed to approach zero, then 
If Eqs. (74), (75), and (76) are introduced into Eq. (73) 
then, by keeping terms to the first order in 67, 
From the boundary conditions on the field vectors at 
z = a, it can be shown that 
where 
If the differential Eq. (77) is solved numerically, the 
reflection coefficient can be found as given by Eq. (78). 
The numerical solution of this equation is described fully 
in the appendix. 
C. Refraction Coefficient 
The theoretical treatment of the problem of finding the 
refraction coefficient begins at the interface x = ,@ and 
proceeds to the interface z = a in a manner completely 
analogous to the procedure of finding the reflection coeffi- 
cient in the previous section. Therefore, only a summary 
of the results pertinent to the determination of the refrac- 
tion coefficient is given. 
The refraction coefficient at z = ,8 is 
The refraction coefficient at z = is 
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A series representation of ~ ( 7 7 )  can be obtained from 
Eqs. (81) and (82) 
This series can be summed explicitly to give 
If 8 p  is allowed to approach zero, the above equation 
becomes to first order in 877 
(85) 
From the boundary conditions on the field vectors at 
z = a, it can be shown that 
where 
(87) 
Again note that for the case of polarization parallel to 
the plane of incidence, t as given here is actually the 
transverse refraction coefficient between z = a and x = p. 
The true refraction coefficient can be found by multiply- 
ing t by cosi%/cos&. 
If the differential Eq. (85) is solved numerically, the 
refraction coefficient can be found as given by Eq. (86). 
The numerical solution of this equation is described fully 
in the appendix. 
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Appendix 
The Calculation of Reflection and Refraction Coefficients: 
A Computer Program 
1. Introduction 
This program has been specifically developed for use 
with the study on wave propagation in a planar inhomo- 
geneous plasma medium as described in this report. The 
source language is FORTRAN I1 for use on an SDS 930 
computer. 
A. Program Description 
The purpose of this program is to determine the reflec- 
tion and refraction coefficients of a wave propagating in 
a planar inhomogeneous plasma medium. The calcula- 
tions to be performed in determining the reflection and 
refraction coefficients are derived in the main body of this 
report. 
The Main Program 1 performs the necessary calcula- 
tions by assuming that the plasma is stratified into a series 
of homogeneous layers. The Main Program 2 performs 
the necessary calculations by solving numerically the 
Riccati equations which the reflection and refraction 
coefficients satisfy. 
In either of the main programs, the plasma is assumed 
to be linear, isotropic, and cold. The plasma may be lossy 
or lossless. The properties of the plasma are not neces- 
sarily constants and are allowed to vary with the 
z-coordinate only. 
The wave may be incident on the plasma from any 
angle. If, however, incidence is other than normal, the 
wave must be separated into its parallel and perpendicu- 
lar components of polarization relative to the plasma, and 
each component treated separately. 
B. Input Requirements 
The required input data to the program are 
(1) Signal frequency. 
(2) Angle of incidence. 
(3) Number of layers. 
(4) Separation of layers. 
(5) Electron density and collision frequency of each 
(6) Endpoints of the plasma. 
(7) Step-size and number for electron density and 
(8) Step-size and number for numerical solution of 
(9) Degree of polynomial used when interpolating and 
(10) Permittivities and conductivities of the external 
layer. 
collision frequency profiles. 
Riccati equations. 
differentiating numerically. 
dielectrics. 
C. Program limitations 
The program has certain limitations, but they are en- 
tirely in keeping with the study. The limitations are as 
follows : 
(1) The plasma is assumed to be linear, isotropic, and 
(2) The properties of the plasma are allowed to vary 
(3) The two external regions are assumed to be lossy 
(4) The permeabilities of all regions are assumed to be 
(5) Harmonic time-dependence is assumed with 
(6) For the case of a lossless plasma only, the permit- 
cold. 
with the z-coordinate only. 
dielectrics. 
that of a vacuum. 
variation. 
tivity E is not allowed to change sign. 
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I I .  Use 
A. Definitions 
Use of the program is given in the form of tables (A-1 
to A-5) that follow. 
Card 
number 
1 
2 
Table A-1. Input definitions 
Program name Format 
F, AOID, ALPHA, BETA, N, S N  E10.0,3F10.0,13, F7.0 
EL, ER, OL, OR 4E10.0 
Program name 
Program name Card number 
F 
AOID 
N 
(I), 
I = l , N + l  
ED (I), I = 1, N 
FC (I), I = 1, N 
ALPHA 
BETA 
M 
SM 
N 
SN 
NP 
EL 
ER 
OL 
OR 
Format 
Property 
Signal frequency 
Angle of incidence 
Number of layers N I 100 
z-coordinate of the left edge of 
each layer, including the right 
external dielectric 
Electron density of the ith layer 
Collision frequency of the ith 
layer 
Left endpoint of the plasma 
Right endpoint of the plasma 
Number of steps in the electron 
density and collision frequency 
profiles M 4 101 
Step-size in the electron density 
and collision frequency pro- 
files 
Number of steps in the numerical 
solution of the Riccati equo- 
tions N L 9 9 9 9  
Step size in the numerical solu- 
tion of the Riccati equations 
Degree of the polynomial used 
when interpolating and differ- 
entiating numerically np 4 10 
Permittivity of left external di- 
electric 
Permittivity of right external di- 
electric 
Conductivity of left external di- 
electric 
Conductivity of right external di- 
electric 
Unit 
HZ 
deg 
- 
m 
e-/cm3 
HZ 
m 
m 
- 
m 
- 
m 
- 
faroddm 
farads / m 
mhos/m 
mhos/m 
E1O.O, F10.0,IlO 
8F10.0 Z(I), I  = 1.N 4- 1 
ED (I), I 1 1, N 
FC(I ) , I  11,N 
EL, ER, OL, OR 4E10.0 
Table A-4. Analytical input, Main Program 2 
Program name Format number 
F, AOID, ALPHA, BETA, 
M, SM, N, SN, NP 
E1O.O, 3F10.0, 
13, F7.3, 14, F6.3, 12 
EL, ER, OL, OR 4E10.0 
Table A-5. Output definitions 
Program 
name Symbol Property 
Electron density of the ith layer 
Collision frequency of the ith 
layer 
Plasma frequency of the ith layer 
Cutoff frequency of the ith layer 
Permittivity of the ith layer 
Permeability of the ith layer 
Conductivity of the ith layer 
Angle of refraction 
Real part of the reflection co- 
efficient 
Imaginary port of the reflection 
coefficient 
Magnitude of the reflection co- 
efficient 
Argument of the reflection co- 
efficient 
Real port of the refraction co- 
efficient 
lmaginory part of the refraction 
coefficient 
Magnitude of the refraction co- 
efficient 
Argument of the refraction co- 
efficient 
Attenuation 
Attenuation 
Unit 
e-/cm' 
HZ 
nz 
HZ 
faroddm 
henrys/m 
mhos/m 
deg 
- 
- 
- 
deg 
- 
- 
- 
deg 
nepers 
dB 
B: Sample Output Data 
The following examples show reflection and refraction 
coe5cients for various electron concentration and colli- 
sion frequency distributions. 
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0.07: 
I 
z 
-0.101 
0.10 
U 
LEFLECTION COEFFICIENTS 
11 
n = 10 
f, = 1o1O 
I 
R = REAL 
I = IMAGINARY 
M = MAGNITUDE - 
-0.075 
5 0 
I I I 
I 
1 
I 0 5 1.c 
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11 n = I O  
IO fc = 10 
ALPHA = .OQC 
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0.05 
-0.05 
O.O! 
I 
I 
REFLECTION COEFFICIENTS 
IO 
n = 10 
0 0. 
I 
LEFRACTION COEFFICIENTS 
r I " I 
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10 n =IO 
9 
fc = 10 
R F  IREFQACTISV C W F F I C I E ~ T I D  *146722?5E 00 
I Y  cREFRACTI9Y C @ E F F I C I E Y T l =  r192C3635F 00 
MAGCREFRACTIeY C B E F F I C I E Y T I  s24230816E 90 
ARGIQEFRACTISY C4E'F!C!Et'Tl= e5P733817E C 2  C'3EGREESI 
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0 
I =  IMAGINARY 
T 
-0.251 
V " 
-i 
1 
I 
0 I 
\ 
-1 / 
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0 = .-= x 10" 
no u7 
fe = 18 
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0.2’: 
C 
c* 
-0. IC 
REFLECTION COEFFICIENTS 
” = (-z + 1) x 10’l 
R = R E A L  
I =  IMAGINARY 
M = MAGNITUDE 
1x7 
D 0.75 1. 
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PERYEABILITY BF LEFT EXTE 
ALPHA = 000 
BETA = 1 * 0 0 0  
PReF I LE NUMBER BF STEPS = 101 STEP S I Z E  e019 
RUi'JGE/KUTTA NUMBER 0F STEPS = 1001 STEP S I Z E  s r O O 1  DESRFE 8 4 
PERYITTIVITY t3F LEFT EXTERNAL REGIBN 8 P*8549000E-l? FARAOS/M 
PERCEABILITY BF LEFT EXTERNAL REGISN = 1.2566370E-06 HEVRYS/M 
rTrVrT Y P F I  CFT , FXTFRYAI RFGIt?W I -.nn K U A C / H  
PERMITTIVITY BF RIGHT EXTERNAL REGIBN = 8 *8540OOOEs i~  FARADS/U 
PFRMFABll.TTY RF QlGHT FXTFRNAI RFGl6N s 1.2*5&37QF-gg I~FNRYS/P 
CBNDUCTIVITY BF SIGHT EXTERYAL REGIBY *OOC??OOCE PO "HF?S/" 
1 p r m r  
RE [REFLECTIBN CBEFFXCIENTJ- 030639859E 00 
-F!c?ENT~-?x 95 
YAGCREFLECTIBN CBEFFICIEYTJ= a94020900E 00 
c c T r v r N T T - 9 1  F n i  r _ n r w + - p  
RE [REFRACTIBN C B E F F I C I E N T I = ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O E - O ~  
CTTPlFNT7, - 9 7 n W - n l   _ &  
MAG[REFRACTIBN CBEFFlCIENT3= -22536170E-93 
nrccTr ' IENr?-  e r 2 q i k ~ b r ~ ~  n? r n r r p  - 
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0.25 
0 
I= IMAGINARY 
-0.75 
5 0.8 
~ 0.8 1.  
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SIGYAL FREQUECCY E 2.295GCOOE 09 HZ 
ALPHA = e 000 
PReF I LE CVVBER RF STFPS = 101 STEP S I Z E  I e010 
RUNGE/KUTTA hjUI.l@ER EF STEPS ii 1001 STEP SIZE = 9001 DEGREE c 4 
PERYITTIVITY FF LEFT EXTERhAL REGIBN D 8.8540000E-IP FARADS/M 
PERMITTIVITY 4F QIGPT EXTERNAL REGIeN * 8r854DOOOEmqp FARADS/Y 
PERMEABILITY €!F %IGHT EXTERk!AL REGION 1r256637QE-06 HENRYS/t' 
c0NDUCTIVITY BF RIGHT EXTERQPL REDIEY = 00000000E 00 YHt?S/M 
NBRYAL IYCIDENCE 
RE CREFLECTIEN CBEFFICIENTl= 032638651E 00 
I M  CQEFLECTIRN Cf3EFFICIE~T3~-.94457354E 00 
MAGCREFLECTIRM CBEFFICIEVTJ= sa9937347E 00 
ARGCRERECTIBN COEFFICIE~Tl~-r7093800OE 02 CDEQREESY 
RE [REFRACTION CeEFFICIENYIr r86000469E-04 
IM [REFRACTIBN C3EFFIClENTIa e34373794E103 
YAGCREFRACTIBN CEEFFICIE~'T3 = ~35433297E-03 
ARGCREFRACTIBN CBEFFICIEXTIa 075953407E 02 EDEGREESI 
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C. Program Listing 
1. Main Program 1 
C PRBPAGATfBN IN A PLANAR INHBVBGENIBgS PLASMA MEDIUM 
c MAIN PRBGRAM 1 SOS 93 z 
1 X B ~ ~ O ~ ~ ~ Y B ~ ~ O ~ ~ ~ X M ~ ~ O ~ ~ ~ Y M ~ ~ O ~ ~  
1 FBRMAT ( E 1 0 ~ 0 ~ F 1 0 * O ~ I l O )  
2 FBRMAT (8F10e0) 
3 FBRYAT (8EiOeO) 
4 FBRMAT (4ElOrO) 
5 FBRMAT ( E 1 0 m 0 ~ 3 F l O ~ O ~ I 3 r F 7 * 0 ~  
10 FBRMAT (lH1) 
11 FBRMAT (19HOSIGNAL FREQUENCY srlPE14*7r?H HZ) 
12 FBRMAT (26HOZmCBMPBNENT BF SEPARATIBN) 
13 FBRMAf (10F10*3) 
140FBRMAT (39HOPERMITTIVITY BF LEFT EXTERhlAL REGIBN = #  
15OFBRMAT (39H PERWEABILITY BF LEFT EXTERNAL REGIPY = I  
160FBRMAT 139H CBNDUCTIVITY BF LEFT EXTERNAL REGION = I  
1 lPEl4~7r9H FARADS/M) 
1 1PEf4r7r9LI HENRYS/M) 
1 1PE14~7r7H MHBS/M) 
1 iPE14~7r9H FARADS/M) 
1 IPE14r719H HENRYS/M) 
1 lPE1407r7H WHBS/M) 
170FBRMAT (~OHOPERMITTIVITY BF RIGHT EXTERWAL RE!?IB\ 6 )  
18OFBRMAT (4OH PERMEABILITY 8F RIGHT EXTERWAL QEG?OW 5 ,  
190FBRMAT (40H CBNDUCTIVITY BF RIGHT EXTERNAL REGION 51  
22 FBRMAT (13H1lNTERFACE Z W ~ F ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ X ~ / ~ H N ~ R M A L  INCIDENCE) 
P3 FBRMAT ( 1 3 H i  INTERFACE Z.rF703r 5Xr26UPEQPEYD ICULAR PttLAQI ZAT 1 3 v )  
24 FBRMAT (13H1INTERFACE ZlrF7.3r5Xr2iHPARALI-EL PBLARIZATISK.) 
25 FORMAT (17HINBR"AL INCIDEYCE) 
26 FBRYAT (49H1PBLARIZATIBN PERPENDICULAR Te PLAQE OF INCIDFNCE) 
27 FBRMAT (4SW1PBLARIZATIBN PARALLEL T* DLANE 9F ?VCIDFNCE) 
28 FeRMAT (29HORE (REFLECTIBN CBEFFICIF~'T)rrEl4r8) 
29 FBRYAT (29H 1" (REFLECTIBN C B E F F I C I F ~ T ) = J E I ~ * ~ )  
30 FBRMAT (29HOMAG(REFLECTIBN CBEFFICIEhT)=rE14*8) 
31 FBRMAT (29H ARG(REFLECT1BW CSEFFICIENT)crE14.P,5Xr~~(CE~~=~S)) 
32 F3RMAT (29HORE (REFRACTIBN CBEFFICIch')ctE14*8) 
33 FBRMAT (29H !M (REFRACTIBN CBEFFTCIENT)scE14.8) 
- 34 FBRYAT (29HOMAG(REFRACfIBY CeEFFICIEliT)srE14v8) 
35 FBRMAT (29H ARG(REFQACT1BY C ~ E F F X C I ~ ~ T ) : ~ E ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ X , ~ H ( C E ~ ~ ~ E S ) )  
360FBRYAT (34HOREFQACT14Y CEEFFICIFVT 3ETWEE" Z.rF7.3, _ _ _ _ _ ~  ~ 
37 FBRMAT (24HOATTENUATIBN IN NEPERS =rlPE14*7) 
38 FBRYAT (24H ATTEYUATIBN Ihl DB crjPE14*7) 
410FBRMAT ( j 6 H  SET SENSE SWITCH 1 TE -9h- TP PRIVTI 
420FBRWAT (36H SET SENSE SWITCH 2 TB -F'k- I? PRIWT, 
43OF9RMAT (36H SET SENSE SWITCH 3 1'3 *Rh- fFf PRIVTr 1 
440FBRMAT (36H SET SENSE SWITCH 1 T3 -*N- 7 9  PQIYT, 
1 19H AND LEFT INTERFACE) 
1 37H ELECTRBY DEVSITY/CBLLISIP FQEQUFQCY) 
1 34H PLASYA FREQUEYCY/CUTBFF FRE3UEYCY) 
1 39H P E R ~ I T T I V I T y / P E R ~ E A B ~ L I T Y / C S K D U C ~ I V I ~ ~ ~  
1 3 5 H  REFLEClIBY/REFRACTI3Y CREFFICIEYTS) 
45 FBRMAT (6H START) 
46 FBRMAT (36H SENSE SWITCH 1 B Y  YUMEQICAL IYPUT) 
47 FBRWAT (36H SENSE SNXTcH 1 BFF ANALYTICAL INPUT) 
51OFBRWAT (36H SET SENSE SWITCH 2 TB -BN- TB WRITF, 
52 FBRMAT (9(1XrE1307)) 
1 14H BUTPUT TAPE 3 )  
300 CBNTINUE 
TYPE 46 
TYPE 47 
TYPE 45 ~- 
PAUSE 
SF (SENSE SWITCH 1 )  201r202 
NPlsN+l 
NP2sN+2 
READ 2r( Z(l)rI=lrNPl) 
READ 3r(ED(I)rI=lrN) 
QEAD 3rlFC{I)rI=1nN) 
READ 4rELrERrBLrBR 
SB TB 203 
201 READ 1rFrABIDrN 
202 READ SrFrA%IDrALPHArBETA,NrSN 
%AD 48ELrERcBLrBR -- 
hlPIsN+l 
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W=F*2r+PI  
U B = P I * 4 * E - 0 7  
UL=U$ 
UR=UB 
PRINT 10 
PRINT I l s F  
PRINT I 4 r E L  
PRINT 15rUt 
PRINT 1 6 r e L  
PRINT 1 7 r E R  
TYPE 4 3  
TYPF 95 
111 "=l 
PAUSE 
I F  (SENSE SWXTCH 2 )  3011303 , 
301 OB TB ~302I3021303)0~ 
302 REWIND 3 
303 CBNTINUE 
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K * N P 2 r J + 1  
K M 1  =K- 1 
D * Z ( K M l ) = Z ( K )  
I F  ( A B I D )  1 4 1 r 1 4 0 r 1 4 1  
140 F R = B ( K ) * D  
F I  = A  ( K  1 *O 
GB TB 142 
1 4 2  FR=(E(K)*CSQ(K)-A(K)*CSI(K))+D 
F I = ( B ( K ) * C S I ( K ) + A ( K ) + C S R ( K ) ) r O  
1 4 2  S N = S I N F ( F R )  
CS=CBSF(FR) 
SR=+SN*CSH 
SI=+CS*SNH 
CR=+CS*CSH 
C I = r S N * S N H  
ZNCR.XN+CRrYN*CI 
ZNCI=XN*CI+YN+CR 
CALL SCH(FX~SNHICSH) 
ZNSR*XN*SR-YN*SI 
ZNSI=XN*SI+YN*SR 
SNR=ZNCR-ZYSI 
SNI=ZNCI+ZMSR 
XN=tXM(K)*SNDR-YM(K)*SN~I)/SND~2 
Y N = ( X M ( K ) * S Y D I + Y M ( K ) * S N D R ) / S N D M 2  
RSNRxXN-XM(KW1) 
RSNIxYN-YM(YM1) 
TSNR=XN+XM(K) 
T S N I r Y N + Y M ( K )  
SDR=XN+XM(KMl) 
SDI=YN+YYfKM1) 
SDM2aSDR*SDR&DI*SDI 
RR=(RSNR*SDR*RSNI*SDI)/SDM2 
RI=(RSNI*SDRwRSNR*SDI)/SDM2 
rALL RTPIRR,RI,RM,RAD\ 
XSR=CR+SI 
X S I  r C I  -SR 
XTI=TR*XSI+TI*XSR 
XTR=TR*XSRwTI*XSI 
XPTRxPTR*XTR-PTI*XTI 
XPTI=PTR*XTI+PTI*XTR 
PTR=XPTR 
08 10 164 
163 PR,INT 2 4 r Z ( K M 1 )  
164 P R I N T  2 8 r R R  
P R I N T  29081 
P R I N T  3 0 r R M  
P R I N T  3 l r R A D  
P R I N T  3 2 r T R  
P R I N T  3 3 r T l  
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-___ 
PRINT 3 4 r T M  
PRINT 35rTAD 
PRINT 36rZlKMl) 
PRINT 32rPT9 
- 
PRINT 33rPTI  
PRINT 34rPTM 
PRINT 35rPTAD 
352 I F  (SENSE SWITCH 2 )  311,131 
C R I ~ R I  
CALL RTP (CRRD CRI #CRY0 CRAO 1 
CTRIPTR 
58 Te 1171ri71r172)rM 
CT I .pt I 
172 CTRtCTR+CSR(l)/CSR(NP2~ 
184 PRINT 28rCRR 
PRINT 29rCRI 
PRINT 30rCRN 
PRINT 3lrCRAD 
PRINT 32rCT9 
PRINT 330CTI 
PRINT 34rCTY 
PRlNf 35rCTAD 
PRINT 37rAN 
PRINT 38rADB 
IF (SENSE SWITCH 2) 321r322 
321 ENDFILE 3 
S=ATANF(O.) 
END 
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2. Main Program 2 
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101 CBNTINUE 
C A L L  P C ( E R , U R B B ~ ~ F I A X L ~ B X L I A R I B R B A Y R I B Y S I P ~ ~ ~ ~  
L = l  
I F  ( A B I D )  l l l r l 1 0 1 l l l  
PRINT 36 rABID  
PRINT 37rABTD 
An-. 
CALL I I (F IULIAYLIBYL,AYLIBYL~XBL,YBL)  
P ? r R  I 
0 8  121 I m l r M  
A Y  I ? \ ,RY I 8 I h V !  7 
121 CBNTINUE 
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P R I N T  3 l r R A D  
PR!W 73.10 
P R I N T  3 3 r T I  
P R I N T  3 4 r T M  
P-Ap 
232 I F  (SENSE SWITCH 2)  211r212 
1+2 r R N U N l l F  
1 3 P  DB 151 J 8 2 r N  
W 2 = N + 2  
K M l r K - 1  
211 WRITE BUTPUT TAPE ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A N ~ R R ~ ~ I B Q ~ D ~ A D , T S I T I  aTUtT D 
K 8 NP.2 - .j 
CALL 
_ _  I RTP!Rp.RI.RM.PAn! 
CALL R T P t T R r T I a T Y i T A D )  
- A- 
I F  (SENSE SWITCH 1 )  162r251  
R K ( A R G # X B ~ Y B B A Y ~ B Y D M D N P B * S V ,  AhlcRQr QI JTQ,T~ ) 
161 GB TB (171r172r173)rL 
1 7 9  pRIh!T 22.u 
172 P R I N T  2 3 r K M l r A N  
173 P R I N T  2 4 r K M l r A N  
174 P R I N T  2 8 r R R  
oprNr 3 a . o v  
PRINT 3’3rRP 
P R I N T  3 1 r R A D  
P R I N T  331T1 
P R I N T  3 4 r T M  
D? 
GB TB 1 7 4  
E A  TF) 4 7 1 1  
Dmlb!T 3 2 - T ”  
251 I F  (SENSE SWITCH 2 )  2218151 
t ~ i  c 
221 WRITE BUTPUT TAPE ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A N I R R B Q I J R M J Q A D , T R , T I I T M B T A D  
RME=RR+RR+RI*RI 
S R = l r w R f l 2  
181 CALL R T P ( C T R i C T 1 r C T v r C T A D )  
G& TR !?0?;?92:ia:!!:L 
191 P R I N T  25 
Ge le 194 
oe T e  194 
4 QI 
193 P R I N T  27 
PRINT 2 9 r C R I  
P R l N T  30rCRM 
PR 
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3. Subroutines 
SUBReUTTNE EDFCP(ARGrEDPifCP1 
C ELECTRBN DENSlTY/CBlLISIBN FREQUENCY P98FlLE 
e 
C AS-A FUNCTIBN BF THE ARGUEPEYT A9G 
FCP+ **oFCP(ARG)sso 
END 
D C T I M  
I ,  
PRINT 8111% 
152 RETURN -_ EN9 
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Y ? W M 3  
RETURN 
END 
- __ -_ - 
SUBRBUTINE RTP(XRErXlP'rXP'AGrA4GD) 
c RECTANGULAR T B  PBLAR 
P!Z3:?k!5% 
XWAG2=XRE*XRE+XIH*XIM 
XMAG-SQRTF(XMAG2) 
XARGR=ATANF(XTAN) 
XARGD=XARGR*180r/P! 
I C  , ~ s  4 - 4  1 w n a  
101 ARGDA=ABSF(XARGD) 
I F  ( X I M I  103r104r104 
GB 7'0 105 
?e, 
VT 
104 ARGD~+180*-ARGDA 
102 ARGDmXARGD 
105 4ETUSN 
r b i n  &.." 
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1 
2 
SUBRBUTINE ARR(ABlDr A I  B J CSRr CSIIABTDI N) 
INPUT ANGLE BF INCIDENCE/PRBPAGATIBN CdWSTANT 
BUTPUT ANGLE BF REFLECTIBN/REFRACTIRN 
DI MENSIBN A751 f r B[ 51 1, CSR (51 1 8  CSI ( 5 1  ) 
FBRMAT (33HlANGl.E BF INCIDENCE IN DEGREES 8 ~ F l n . 3 )  
FBRMAT (33HgANGLE BF REFRACTIPN IN DEGREES *,F10*3) 
PRINT 1 ~ A B l b  
XPI.;Es*SNR*SN! 
XQN=XPI*XPI 
XQD=XPR*XPR 
XLF.l*+XQN/XQD 
ABSP=+XPR+ABSFIXPR)*SQRTFfXLF) 
in1  CeNTINUE 
PRINT 2rABTD 
RETURN 
EYD 
SUBRBUTlYE SCH(ARBrSNH,CSH) 
yr.4 
FCTRLJl* 
SS.0. 
C UYPERB8LIC S€NE/CBSINE 
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SUBRBUTINE RK( ARGIXBr Y e #  A Y D B Y I  UINPBHI A N I  RRB R l r  TR, T I  ) 
C RUNGE/KUTTA 4 TH BRDER CLASSICAL 
END 
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